Aluminium Alloy AA 2219 is the principal metal for the production of propellant reservoir used in launch vehicles. The propellant tanks are often proof tested with acoustic emission technique (AET) to ensure its health. Acoustic Emission Testing during the structural health monitoring and proof testing is complex and unrealistic occasionally as it is performed in the noisy environment. Identification of signature corresponds to crack and its extraction from noise signatures is a major challenge in AET. Wavelet Packet Transform is an efficient mathematical tool for the analysis of AE signals. This paper recommends a novel combination of normalized cross correlation, Wavelet Packet Transform and Continuous wavelet transform to detect and extract the event related to failure. Experiments were carried out on AA 2219 tensile coupons at different threshold conditions. The recorded AE hits contain signals related to different events such as atmospheric noise, rubbing noise and other noise signals along with the signals from cracks. By applying the fine tuned wavelet packet transform technique in combination with CWT, the extraction of denoised single event related to crack was executed. Based on the frequency and the wavelet coefficient the crack related hits and the noisy hits are categorized.
NOMENCLATURE

AE
Acoustic Emission
INTRODUCTION
Fabrication of low weight hardware of huge dimensions has been a challenge always in the field of aerospace. The material selection and its further processing also plays prominent role in the fabrication of such hardware. AA 2219 is an alloy of aluminium that contains copper as the major sub-system and becomes a prominent material in the aerospace industry. The propellant tank of satellite launch vehicles is often fabricated from Aluminium Alloy (AA 2219) metal sheets.
1-3 The material has superior mechanical strength, corrosion resistance properties and fracture toughness. Its exceptional weldability and applicability up to 260
• C from cryogenic temperature makes the material an unavoidable one in aerospace industry.
1 Acoustic Emission is a well known and exceptional nondestructive testing (NDT) method for local damage identification of materials and structural members. Acoustic emissions are the elastic stress waves originated by rapid discharge of strain energy. [4] [5] [6] While performing the AE test, it is often found that the background noise (extraneous & intermittent acoustic signals carrying no relevant data) is high. The noise includes mechanical noise, hydraulic noise, electromagnetic noise and miscellaneous noise. Presence of these noise signals lead to unreliable analysis of the AE signals. Hence it is necessary to eliminate such noisy signals to perform the correct analysis. While using the threshold technique, the genuine AE signatures with low amplitude may also be eliminated along with noise. 4 Knowledge about various acoustic signatures related to distinct damage mechanism is indispensable for signal investigation and to make decision. Acoustic emission signal interpretation methods are basically separated into two major groups parameter related approach and waveform based approach. First method stores only the AE parameters such as Amplitude, AE count, RA value, Energy, etc. Recently waveform based signal examination methods have received developing consideration in the detection of the crack sources more accurately.
5 Acquired raw AE signals are basically in time domain format. As the time as well as the frequency domain signal analysis is capable of giving important information, a time frequency investigation will be fairly efficient. Short Term Fourier Trans-
